EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations in lung carcinomas: are they related to clinical features and CT findings?
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Background: Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation testing is restricted to several limitations. In this study, we examined the relationship between EGFR mutation status and clinicoradiological characteristics in a Chinese cohort of patients.

Materials and methods: The data of patients who were diagnosed with lung carcinoma and underwent both EGFR testing and chest computed tomography (CT) at our hospital between January 1, 2011, and November 31, 2015, were retrospectively analyzed. The age, sex, and smoking index of the patients, the size, margin, and density of the tumor, and the presence of specific signs visible on the CT images were assessed.

Results: The results showed a higher rate of EGFR-tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI)-sensitive group than nonsensitive group in female patients and patients with a low smoking index (P < 0.001, both). In logistic regression analyses, tumor size (P < 0.001), smooth margins (P = 0.015), and angular margins (P < 0.001) were independent negative predictors of EGFR-TKI-sensitive group. Pleural indentation (P < 0.001) and air bronchogram (P = 0.025) were independent positive predictors of EGFR-TKI-sensitive group. Patients with squamous cell carcinoma had fewer sensitive mutations than those with either adenocarcinoma (P < 0.001) or adenosquamous carcinoma (P < 0.001).

Conclusion: Clinical and CT characteristics differed significantly between EGFR-TKI-sensitive and nonsensitive groups. Our findings may be useful in deciding therapeutic strategies for patients in whom EGFR testing is not possible.
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Introduction

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer death among men and the second leading cause of cancer death among women worldwide.1 Surgical resection and chemotherapy are traditional strategies used in the treatment of lung cancer, depending on the disease stage and patient status. However, the results achieved with conventional therapy are unsatisfactory. Recently, the epidermal growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibitors (EGFR-TKIs) gefitinib, erlotinib, and AZD-92912 have been used to treat unresectable or recurrent lung cancer. Previous studies have shown that activating mutations in the tyrosine kinase domain of the EGFR gene are associated with sensitivity to EGFR-TKIs.3,4 Moreover, EGFR mutations correlate with population characteristics such as nonsmoking status, female sex, East Asian ethnicity, and a diagnosis of adenocarcinoma.4–9

Treatment with an EGFR-TKI must be preceded by EGFR testing, whether by Sanger sequencing, allele-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR), or targeted next-
generation sequencing. However, because tissue samples may be unavailable or insufficient, EGFR testing is restricted in clinical practice. Moreover, testing is expensive and, thus, often not feasible, especially in developing countries. It would, therefore, be valuable to be able to predict the curative effect of EGFR-TKIs based on clinicoradiologic characteristics and other easily accessed clinical markers.

In the past decade, several studies relating EGFR mutations to computed tomography (CT) findings in patients with lung cancer have been published. However, to our knowledge, these data have not been used to classify EGFR mutations status with respect to their TKI sensitivity. The ability to distinguish EGFR-TKI-sensitive group vs nonsensitive group may be more significant with respect to clinical decision-making than a classification of EGFR mutation vs wild-type. Furthermore, only few studies have sample sizes large enough to evaluate the correlation between clinical features and EGFR mutation status. Therefore, in a retrospective study of a Chinese cohort of patients, we examined the relationship between EGFR mutation status and clinical characteristics.

Materials and methods

Patients

This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University as a retrospective study. The requirement for patient informed consent was waived by the Ethical Committee because of the retrospective nature of this study, but patient data confidentiality was protected. Patients who were diagnosed with lung carcinomas and who underwent EGFR testing at the First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University (Wenzhou, Zhejiang, People’s Republic of China) between January 1, 2011, and November 31, 2015, were enrolled. Only patients with CT images acquired before the administration of any anticancer therapy, including surgical resection, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and targeted therapy, were included. The images were retrieved from the institutional Picture Archiving and Communication System. Patients with uncertain EGFR test results, secondary lung cancer, tumors with ambiguous radiological characteristics due to large lobar atelectasis, or endobronchial tumors were excluded.

Thus, 817 patients (467 males and 350 females; age range: 18–88 years) were included in the study (Table 1). Their smoking history was assessed using the Brinkman index, calculated as the number of cigarettes smoked per day multiplied by the number of smoking years. The histopathological diagnosis was based on the criteria of the WHO/International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC) histological classification of lung cancer. All patients were hospitalized in our institution, where complete clinical data were obtained. The specimens included CT-guided biopsy, bronchoscopic biopsy, pleural effusion, lymph node biopsy, and surgical samples.

EGFR testing

EGFR mutational analysis was performed on DNA extracted from multisource specimens of formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded lung carcinomas and using a DNA extraction kit

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of patients in the EGFR-TKI-sensitive group and nonsensitive group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Nonsensitive group</th>
<th>Sensitive group</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) [mean ± SD]</td>
<td>64.2±10.7</td>
<td>63.4±10.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>324 (71.2%)</td>
<td>143 (39.5%)</td>
<td>467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>131 (28.8%)</td>
<td>219 (60.5%)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0</td>
<td>208 (45.7%)</td>
<td>280 (77.4%)</td>
<td>488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0, ≤500</td>
<td>58 (12.8%)</td>
<td>40 (11.0%)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;500</td>
<td>189 (41.5%)</td>
<td>42 (11.6%)</td>
<td>231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking index ≥0</td>
<td>78 (24.1%)</td>
<td>61 (42.6%)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0, ≤500</td>
<td>57 (17.6%)</td>
<td>40 (28.0%)</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;500</td>
<td>189 (58.3%)</td>
<td>42 (29.4%)</td>
<td>231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsmoker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>78 (37.5%)</td>
<td>61 (21.8%)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>130 (62.5%)</td>
<td>219 (78.2%)</td>
<td>349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: We made a stratified analysis of sex and smoking index, respectively. Because smoking females were in the minority, we only analyzed the above two subgroups.
Abbreviations: EGFR-TKI, epidermal growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations and CT findings

Twenty-nine EGFR mutations involving exons 18–21 were detected with the Amplified Refractory Mutation System (ARMS), conducted using a DxS EGFR mutation test kit (Amoy Diagnostics, Xiamen, People’s Republic of China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The ARMS analysis is based on a highly sensitive, allele-specific PCR (max. 1% of mutant DNAs) and is more accurate than DNA direct sequencing.19,20 Each PCR tube contained 5–10 pmol specific primers/L, 20 pmol probes/L, 12.5 µmol dNTPs/L, 175 µmol magnesium chloride/L, 1 mmol ammonium sulfate/L, 2.5 mmol potassium chloride/L, and ddH2O. Taq enzyme (2.7 µL) was mixed with 42.3 µL of ddH2O, and 5 µL of the mixture was then added to eight real-time PCR tubes. The cycling conditions were as follows: 5 minutes at 95°C, 15 cycles of 95°C for 25 seconds, 64°C for 20 seconds, and 72°C for 20 seconds, followed by 31 cycles of 93°C for 25 seconds, 60°C for 35 seconds, and 72°C for 20 seconds. Fluorescence was measured at 60°C.

CT imaging
A whole-chest CT scan, ranging from the level of the superior aperture of the thorax to the top of the diaphragm, was performed with one breath-hold. The images were reviewed using lung (width: 1,500 HU, level: −600 HU) and mediastinal (width: 280 HU, level: 35 HU) window settings. Image reconstruction included three types: 1.25-mm thickness and 1.25-mm interval in 317 (38.8%) patients, 2-mm thickness and 2-mm interval in 470 (57.5%) patients, and 5-mm thickness and a 5-mm interval in 30 (3.7%) patients.

CT images were independently reviewed by two respiratory physicians (L Yang and Y Lu, First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University) with 10 and 9 years of experience in the interpretation of chest images, respectively. Both were unaware of the EGFR mutation status and pathological result. Differences in their interpretations were resolved by discussion. Tumor size, margin, density, and special signs were evaluated on the CT images.

Tumor size was defined as the maximal diameter of the main nodule and was measured using the measuring tool in the Picture Archiving and Communication System. Tumor density was categorized as pure ground-glass opacity (pGGO), mixed ground-glass opacity (mGGO), and solid patterns according to the CT images. GGO was defined as a hazy increase in lung attenuation on images in which the underlying bronchial or vascular structures were visible. The density was classified on the basis of the GGO ratio, calculated based on the tumor shadow disappearance rate (TDR):21,22

\[
TDR = 1 - \left( \frac{\text{maxD} \times \text{perD on mediastinal windows}}{\text{maxD} \times \text{perD on lung windows}} \right)
\]

where maxD is the maximum dimension of the tumor and perD, the largest dimension perpendicular to the maximum axis.12 According to the TDR results, three tumor groups (pGGO, mGGO, and solid) were defined: TDR = 1, TDR ≥ 0.5, and TDR < 0.5, respectively.12

The tumor margin was described as smooth, lobulated, spiculated, angular, or obscure (Figure 1), with the main tumor of each patient having margins with one or more characteristics. A smooth margin was smooth and well defined. A lobulated margin was one with at least three relatively obvious undulations in the margin of the mass. Spiculation was defined as the presence of relatively sharp linear projections in the interface between the mass and the lung parenchyma, an angular margin as a sharp triangle – whether

Figure 1 The five types of tumor margin as seen on the CT images.
Note: (A) smooth; (B) lobulated; (C) spiculated; (D) angular; (E) obscured.
Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.
long or short, thick, or thin – projecting from the mass, and an obscured margin as a difficult to distinguish outline of the mass, resembling a tumor surrounded by pneumonia.

The four special signs were those commonly seen on CT images of lung cancer: pleural indentation, air bronchogram, cavitation, and calcification (Figure 2). Pleural indentation was defined as a V-shaped or linear pattern of high attenuation between the lesion and the pleura, due to the traction of cicatricial tissue. An air bronchogram was seen as continuous dots or branching bands of air attenuation within a solid lesion of high attenuation. Cavitation was interpreted as the presence of one or more at least 5-mm round or roundish forms of air attenuation in the lesion, and calcification as the presence of a high-density shadow in the lesion, seen on the mediastinal windows of nonenhanced CT images, and primarily either punctate or sand-like in form.

Statistical analysis
Numerical variables were evaluated for a normal distribution using the Shapiro–Francia normality test. Differences in the nonnormally distributed variables were compared using a Welch two-sample t-test and a Kruskal-Wallis test. Statistical comparisons of ordinal categorical variables were performed using the Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis test. The Pearson $\chi^2$ test and the Fisher’s exact test were used for unordered categorical variables. A Dunn-Bonferroni approach following the Kruskal-Wallis test was adopted for all pairwise multiple comparisons. The partitions of $\chi^2$ method were used for the Fisher’s exact test or the Pearson $\chi^2$ test followed by all pairwise multiple comparisons. The adjusted test levels ($\alpha'$) of multiple comparisons were 0.013 (3 subgroups) and 0.003 (6 subgroups). Logistic regression analyses were performed on the variables representing important CT features. Two-sided P-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software 20.0 (SPSS Company, Chicago, IL, USA, 2004).

Results
The results of EGFR testing in 817 patients were as follows: 448 (54.8%) patients were wild-type, 4 (0.5%) patients had a mutation in exon 18 (G719X), 176 (21.5%) had an exon 19 deletion, 7 (0.9%) had a mutation in exon 20 (including insertions in six patients and S768I in one patient), 175 (21.4%) had a mutation in exon 21 (L858R in 168 patients and L861Q in seven patients), and seven patients (0.9%) had compound mutations (exon 19 deletion/L858R in one patient, G719X/S768I in two patients, exon 19 deletion/T790M in one patient, and G719X/L861Q in three patients). EGFR-TKI-nonsensitive group was made up of those with the wild-type, in patients with an exon 20 insertion, and in the patient with an exon 19 deletion/T790M compound mutation. The other mutation subtypes were classified as EGFR-TKI-sensitive group.

The clinical characteristics of the patients are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The 467 males and 350 females included

Figure 2 The four special signs seen on the CT images.
Note: (A) pleural indentation; (B) air bronchogram; (C) cavitation; (D) calcification.
Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.
in our study had a median age of 64.0 years (range: 18–88 years). The smoking index data were divided into three groups (0; >0, ≤500; >500), comprising 488, 98, and 231 of the patients, respectively. Female patients and patients with a low smoking index had a significantly higher rate of sensitive as opposed to nonsensitive group (P<0.001, both). Patients in the sensitive group did not significantly differ in age from those in the nonsensitive group (P=0.241). Multiple comparisons of mutation subtypes showed that female sex was significantly related to lung carcinomas carrying an exon 19 deletion (P<0.001) or an exon 21 mutation (P<0.001) rather than those in which a wild-type EGFR was detected. In patients with a low smoking index, EGFRs with an exon 19 deletion (P<0.001) or exon 21 mutation (P<0.001) occurred significantly more often than did the wild-type. Age was not statistically significant among different mutation subtypes based on multiple comparisons following the Kruskal-Wallis test. A stratified analysis of sex and smoking index was also performed. Among males, those with a low smoking index had a significantly higher rate of sensitive as opposed to nonsensitive group (P<0.001). In the nonsmoking (smoking index =0) group, females had a significantly higher rate of sensitive as opposed to nonsensitive group (P<0.001).

The CT features of the patients according to EGFR-TKI-sensitive group and nonsensitive group are presented in Table 3. The mean tumor diameters were 37.1±18.8 mm (range: 6–114 mm) and 43.3±23.2 mm (range: 3–140 mm), respectively. After correcting for age, sex, and histological type, the results of logistic regression analysis identified tumor size (P<0.001, odds ratio [OR] =0.984, 95% CI =0.976–0.992), smooth margins (P=0.015, OR =0.341, 95% CI =0.144–0.810), and angular margins (P<0.001, OR =0.544, 95% CI =0.393–0.754) as independent negative predictors of EGFR-TKI-sensitive group. Pleural indentation (P<0.001, OR =1.969, 95% CI =1.391–2.788) and air bronchogram (P=0.025, OR =1.484, 95% CI =1.051–2.095) were independent positive predictors of EGFR-TKI-sensitive group, whereas lobulated margin, spiculated margin, obscured margin, cavitation, and calcification were not.

The CT features of the patients according to EGFR mutation subtype are shown in Figure 3 and Table 4. Multiple comparisons of mutation subtypes showed that tumors with exon 21 mutation were significantly smaller than those with wild-type EGFR (P<0.001); pleural indentation was significantly more common in the exon 21 mutation group than in the wild-type group (P=0.002); air bronchogram was significantly more common in the exon 19 deletion group than in either the wild-type group (P=0.001) or the exon 21 mutation group (P=0.026). Among the various EGFR mutation subtypes, there were no significant differences with respect to tumor density, any type of margin, cavitation, or calcification.

Table 3 CT features of patients with EGFR-TKI-sensitive group and nonsensitive group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (mm)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.976–0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.144–0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.393–0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special signs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleural indentation</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.969</td>
<td>1.391–2.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air bronchogram</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.484</td>
<td>1.051–2.095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The significant P-value is indicated in bold. Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; EGFR-TKI, epidermal growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibitor; OR, odds ratio.

Table 2 Clinical characteristics of patients with EGFR mutation subtypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Wild-type</th>
<th>Exon 18 point mutation</th>
<th>Exon 19 deletion</th>
<th>Exon 20 mutation</th>
<th>Exon 21 mutation</th>
<th>Compound mutation</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) [mean ± SD]</td>
<td>64.3±10.7</td>
<td>69.8±8.3</td>
<td>61.8±10.0</td>
<td>59.0±11.0</td>
<td>64.6±10.1</td>
<td>68.0±10.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>2 (50.0%)</td>
<td>66 (37.5%)</td>
<td>4 (57.1%)</td>
<td>73 (41.7%)</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2 (50.0%)</td>
<td>110 (62.5%)</td>
<td>3 (42.9%)</td>
<td>102 (58.3%)</td>
<td>6 (85.7%)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 0</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>2 (50.0%)</td>
<td>137 (77.8%)</td>
<td>3 (42.9%)</td>
<td>136 (77.7%)</td>
<td>6 (85.7%)</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0, ≤500</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2 (50.0%)</td>
<td>20 (11.4%)</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
<td>17 (9.7%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;500</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>19 (10.8%)</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
<td>22 (12.6%)</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The significant P-value is indicated in bold. Abbreviation: EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor.
The histological classification of the tumors with respect to EGFR-TKI-sensitive and nonsensitive groups is presented in Table 5. Among the three histological types (adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and adenosquamous carcinoma), patients with squamous cell carcinoma had significantly fewer sensitive mutations than those with either adenocarcinoma (P < 0.001) or adenosquamous carcinoma (P < 0.001). Of the remaining five histological types (large-cell carcinoma, neuroendocrine carcinoma, sarcomatoid carcinoma, lymphoepithelioma, and mucoepidermoid carcinoma), there were only two cases of sensitive mutations, one occurring in a sarcomatoid carcinoma (1/4, 25%) and the other in a mucoepidermoid carcinoma (1/1, 100%).

**Discussion**

EGFR-TKIs significantly improve progression-free survival in patients with EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations, whereas, similar to tumors carrying the wild-type EGFR, those with drug-resistant mutations (exon 20 insertion and T790M mutation) are insensitive to EGFR-TKIs. Therefore, the classification method used in this study (sensitive and nonsensitive group) enables a more rational approach to clinical drug selection when tissue samples are either not available or insufficient. In this study, the rate of EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations, as determined in an ARMS analysis, was 44.3% (362/817), which was not completely consistent with the results of several other studies in which an ARMS analysis of Asian patients was also performed.14,29 The main reason for the differences between our study and the others can be attributed to differences in the ratio of females to males in the study population.

The vast majority of females in our study did not have a smoking habit. A stratified analysis showed that female sex and a low smoking index were independently associated with EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations, as also reported in previous studies.29 In addition, exon 19 deletion and exon 21 mutation were more frequent than wild-type EGFR in the lung tumors of females and patients with a low smoking index, as also shown in other studies.12,15,30 The reason for the greater frequency of these mutations in females is unknown but may be related to estrogen levels and estrogen receptor expression.31,32 Smoking correlates with EGFR mutations and, to some extent, accounts for their incidence. Khan et al33 showed that cigarette smoke produces H2O2-induced oxidative stress, which in turn aberrantly activates the EGFR. Goldkorn Filosto’s34 study systematically demonstrated that nSMase2, activated by cigarette smoke, was fatal for exosome generation and, thereby, played a role in the spread of activated oncogenes (such as EGFR) and miRNA, leading to tumorigenesis. Further studies are needed to elucidate the mechanism linking these events.

Our study also examined the relationship between EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations and CT features, showing that tumor density was not an independent predictor of these mutations. However, both mGGO and pGGO are common CT features of early-stage lung cancer. Because many of our study patients had advanced-stage disease, mGGO and pGGO were seen in only a few samples and their relationship to EGFR mutations...
remains to be determined. In our study, the tumor diameter was an independent negative predictor of EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations, and tumors with exon 21 mutation were smaller than those carrying wild-type EGFR. Previous studies reported a tendency of tumors with wild-type EGFR to be larger on CT scans than those with mutated EGFRs, which supported our results to some extent.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^3\)\(^5\) However, this possible relationship does not further our understanding of the EGFR as an oncogene and, thus, its involvement in tumor enhancement.\(^3\)

In addition to tumor size, we assessed the tumor margins as a function of EGFR mutation status. The results revealed that both smooth and angular margins were independent negative predictors of EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations. However, as the first report of this association, it must still be verified in further studies. It may be that EGFR gene status affects the tumor’s growth pattern in terms of an uneven growth rate at the tumor periphery, with growth resistance and the tumor blood supply combining to produce angular margins.

Both pleural indentation and air bronchogram were identified as independent positive predictors of EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations. The pattern of pleural indentation, an important imaging characteristic in the diagnosis of lung cancer, is determined by reactive fibrosis and cicatrization of the tumor. Pleural indentation is a common feature of adenocarcinoma but is not seen in the majority of squamous cell carcinomas, which would perhaps explain why pleural indentation occurred more often in the group with sensitive mutations. The relationship between pleural indentation and EGFR mutation status has, to the best of our knowledge, not been previously reported. Air bronchogram is a characteristic feature of bronchioloalveolar carcinoma (BAC). Consistent with our results, a positive correlation between EGFR mutations and adenocarcinoma with BAC components was previously reported.\(^3\)\(^8\) The new international multidisciplinary histological classification of lung adenocarcinoma, published by the IASLC/American Thoracic Society (ATS)/European Respiratory Society (ERS) in 2011, abolished the concept of BAC because its features can occur in many subtypes of adenocarcinoma.\(^3\)\(^9\) The new IASLC/ATS/ERS classification may be more suitable for future research.

The presence of calcification is an important factor in assessing the nature of a lung nodule. CT offers better density resolution than conventional chest imaging and has led to an estimated prevalence of calcification in lung cancer as high as 5%–10%.\(^\)\(^0\)\(^,\)\(^4\)\(^1\) Calcification in lung cancer may be primary and engulfed by the tumor, occur within areas of tumor necrosis, or manifest as calcium deposition following calcium secretion by the carcinoma itself. Cao et al\(^4\)\(^2\) demonstrated that the sign of calcification in CT images showed no statistical significance between wild-type group and mutated group, which supported our results. However, another study found that calcification was an independent negative predictor of EGFR mutations and that, in adenocarcinoma, EGFR mutation is vital to the pathogenesis of nonmucinous but not mucinous BAC-type tumors, with the former leading to calcium deposition.\(^4\)\(^3\) Calcified tumors also tend to be larger, which may explain their relationship to the EGFR, but the exact mechanism remains to be elucidated.

In evaluating the correlation between EGFR mutation status and histological classification, our study showed that patients with squamous cell carcinoma had fewer sensitive mutations than those with adenocarcinoma or adenosquamous carcinoma. Thus, tumors with an adenocarcinoma component correlated with EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations. These results are consistent with previous reports.\(^2\)\(^9\) However, most of those studies focused on adenocarcinoma, whereas much less is known about the correlations between EGFR mutation status and the clinical features of nonadenocarcinoma. In their study of Chinese patients with lung squamous carcinoma, Memon et al\(^4\)\(^4\) found that among EGFR-mutation-positive patients, 88.3% had EGFR-TKI-sensitive mutations. This

---

**Table 5** Histological classifications in the EGFR-TKI-sensitive group and nonsensitive group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histological classifications</th>
<th>Nonsensitive group</th>
<th>Sensitive group</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>(P)-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>(&lt;0.001^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>323 (71.0%)</td>
<td>337 (93.1%)</td>
<td>660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous-cell carcinoma</td>
<td>105 (23.1%)</td>
<td>12 (3.3%)</td>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenosquamous carcinoma</td>
<td>11 (2.4%)</td>
<td>11 (3.0%)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-cell carcinoma</td>
<td>2 (0.4%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroendocrine carcinoma</td>
<td>9 (2.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcomatoid carcinoma</td>
<td>3 (0.7%)</td>
<td>1 (0.3%)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoepithelioma</td>
<td>2 (0.4%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucoepidermoid carcinoma</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>1 (0.3%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *\(P\)-value was based on comparison between three histological types (adenocarcinoma, squamous-cell carcinoma and adenosquamous carcinoma). The significant \(P\)-value is indicated in bold.

**Abbreviation:** EGFR-TKI, epidermal growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
rate is much higher than the rate in our study, perhaps due to the different methods adopted. In their study, two types of deletion and six point mutations were detected in EGFR exon 19 by PCR-denature gel gradient electrophoresis, which, with its higher sensitivity, may be useful in future investigations.

Our study also had several limitations. First, the specimens used for EGFR testing were not from a single, ample surgical sample, which would have minimized the risk of false-negative results in EGFR testing. However, in most cases, genomic DNA extracted from nonoperative biopsy tissue is sufficient for EGFR testing in an ARMS analysis. Second, we did not calculate tumor volume to evaluate the GGO component within the tumor, although the TDR method is appropriate to evaluate the GGO proportion. Third, the absence of evaluating the predictive role of enhanced-CT is also a limitation in our current work. Fourth, with its retrospective design, our study may have been vulnerable to sample selection bias because the vast majority of lung cancer patients seen at our hospital have late-stage disease. Prospective studies are needed to confirm our findings.

Conclusion
According to our study, clinical information, including sex, smoking index, and CT features, may be useful in guiding therapeutic decision-making when EGFR testing is not feasible. The identification of other informative and readily available indicators is needed to predict the efficacy of EGFR-TKI treatment.
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